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PF04 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with fine fluted helix. Monogram MM. 1896 London Hallmark. $155
PF05 Perfume/medicine corkscrew marked STERLING HANDLE. Fine fluted helix. $135
PF06 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with floral design. Fine wire helix. 1919 Birmingham Hallmark for W. G. Sothers & Co. $145
PF07 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with monogram. Worn London hallmark. $125
PF10 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with floral design. Fine wire helix. 1905 Birmingham Hallmark with W. M. Maker’s mark. $125
PF12 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with floral design. 1908 Birmingham Hallmark. $135
PF13 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with smooth handle, fluted wire helix. Birmingham Hallmark. $95
PF20 Perfume/medicine corkscrew. Very dainty. $145
PF22 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with bone handle. Monogram. $95
PF23 Small perfume/medicine corkscrew with bone handle with floral design. $110
PF24 Perfume/medicine corkscrew with bone handle. Monogram. $95
PF31 Sculpted Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. Fine wire helix. $35
PF33 Sculpted Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. Fine fluted helix. $49
PF34 Sculpted Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. Fine fluted helix. $35
PF36 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF37 Sculpted Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. Fine wire helix. $35
PF42 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF43 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF44 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $25
PF45 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF47 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF48 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF50 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF51 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF52 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $25
PF53 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF56 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF57 Mother-of-Pearl Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew. $22
PF60 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $25
PF62 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $25
PF65 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $25
PF66 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $35
PF67 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $25
PF68 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $25
PF71 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $22
PF73 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $25
PF74 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone scales mounted on a single piece of machined steel from tip of worm to top. $25
PF76 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone handle. $19
PF77 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with bone handle. $19
PF79 Perfume/Medicine Corkscrew with ebony scales mounted on a single piece of steel. $35
PF84 Vanity Set ten implements which are probably not all original to the velvet lined case. 3.5” x 6”. $89
PF85 A very unusual shape sewing set. The corkscrew is for a bottle of machine oil! Missing and mismatched components. 5.75” x 8.5”. $145
PF87 Vanity / sewing set. There is no corkscrew (you could add one!). The small (2.5”) knife with Mother-of-Pearl scales has a single knife blade. 4.25” x 7.25”. $125
PF89 Vanity set in lined and fitted case. 1914 Birmingham Hallmark with C & N Maker’s Mark (Crisford and Norris). 4.5” x 6”. $165
PF90 Vanity set with all the tools the lady needs. The corkscrew has a fine wire worm. Quite nice. 3” x 6”. $155
PF91 4” x 7” x 1.5” vanity case with fine wire worm corkscrew, a glove hook, a thimble, and a tool marked MORRALL’S, MADE IN ENGLAND. Other things missing. $55